
winterwelcome

live brighter
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winterhaven 
Transform your home 
into a warm, inviting 
sanctuary with rich 
textures, seasonal hues 
and luxe materials.
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COVER Sage 10 light pendant in aged steel with opal glass shades

1.  Helix 6 light pendant in brass with frosted glass shades. Also available   

2.  Cedar LED 1.5m colour-switching, dimmable pendant in ribbed white wood      

3.  Akira squat pendant with metal wire shade in black    

4.  MFL By Masson Abel LED colour-switching, dimmable large pendant in black    

5.  Lincoln LED 1.8m colour-switching, dimmable pendant in black   

6.  Made By Mayfair Luella 16 light pendant in brass with Spanish alabaster shades. Also available     

Globes sold separately unless stated.
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B ECO M E  A  B E ACO N  V I P
Enjoy exclusive offers    S I G N  U P  I N  S TO R E  O R  O N LI N E

Adjust the flexible light tube 
to create your own unique look.
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1.  Blanche 13 light 600mm pendant in brushed chrome with frosted glass panes   

2.  Muse 12 light chandelier/close-to-ceiling light with polished nickel and smoke glass panes 

3.  Mojave 9 light pendant/close-to-ceiling light in brass with textured frosted glass 

4.  Santal pendant in black with clear glass shade      

5.  GE Imagine Sync LED colour-switching smart pilot globe 

6.  North 5 light pendant in black 

7.  Montauk 3 light large pendant in black with ribbed clear glass 

8.   Made By Mayfair Luella LED 1.5m pendant in black with Spanish alabaster. Also available   

Globes sold separately unless stated. 

**Requires a smart speaker (sold separately). 
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Use this smart globe to control  

your light via your phone or voice.**
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1. Tait table lamp with smoke glass shade    

2.  Attica table lamp in black anodised finish with matte glass dome shade       

3.  Astley table lamp in brass with marble base and white linen shade 

4.  Domus 2 light floor lamp in brass with marble base and opal glass shades 

5.  Kaia table lamp with natural rattan shade and brass details 

6.  Otto round table lamp with white handwoven rattan base and white linen shade 

7.  Day Night Sleep 3-step colour-switching, dimmable A60 globe 

8.  Hiro floor lantern with white handmade paper shade and black details 

9.  Akira tall table lamp with metal wire base and white linen shade     

10.  Isabel 2 pack table lamp with sage ceramic base and white fabric shade 

Globes sold separately unless stated.
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Create a cosy retreat during the cooler months with lamps. 
Sophisticated shapes and soft glows infuse visual warmth and comfort 
while layering with tactile materials like rattan, linen, handmade paper 

and ceramic automatically add depth and character.
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Use bright cool white light during the 
day to stay focused. Switch to dim  
warm white light at night to relax.

Create a healthy environment  
with lighting that’s designed to boost  

your energy levels during the day  
and help you sleep better at night.
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Retractable 
blades
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1.  Bayside Calypso 122cm fan in white    

2.  Shoalhaven 142cm fan in white with whitewashed blades    

3.  Lucci Connect Wi-Fi 3 speed smart fan remote control

4.  Esperance 122cm DC (direct current) fan in white with colour-switching LED light    

5.  Whitehaven 142cm DC (direct current) fan in white. Remote control included     

6.  Lucci touch fan remote in white 

7.   Line 132cm DC (direct current) fan in black with 3-step dimmable light. LED GX53 globe and remote control included     

Also available    

8.    Fanaway Orbit 90cm DC (direct current) retractable blade fan in black with 3-step dimmable LED light. 

Remote control included      

9.  Riviera 132cm DC (direct current) fan in koa with 3-step dimmable light. LED GX53 globe and remote control included.  

 Also available      

Globes and remote controls sold separately unless stated. **Requires a smart speaker (sold separately).
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comfortSTYLISH

Set your fans to spin 
clockwise during winter  
to push the warm air  
near the ceiling back  
into your space.
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Make any AC fan 
smart with total 
control via the 
remote, your

 phone or voice 
commands.**
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3.  Made By Mayfair Times LED colour-switching, dimmable Spanish alabaster wall light 

4.  Equinox LED colour-switching, dimmable wall sconce in brass          

5. Silhouette vertical heated towel rail in black      

6.  MFL By Masson Obi LED colour-switching, dimmable tube light with black details

1. Chameleon Range 

A.   LED colour-switching, dimmable wall sconce in white           

B.    Tall tile frame in white        

Also available in plain tall fascia $19.95                 

2.   Reflextion LED 1m race track mirror in brass with colour-switching, dimmable light      

Globes sold separately unless stated.

NEW NEW

Wrap yourself in warmth with
our new heated towel rails.

Mix & Blend
Use your own tile  
to create a wall light  
that elegantly blends  
into its surrounds.

Scan to shop the range

NEW

STEP 1  
Select your wall  
sconce and tile.

STEP 2  
Insert the tile. 

STEP 3  
Enjoy your creation!



Style It Your Way
Bring your personal style to life! 
Mix and match track heads, 
shades and decorative handles 
to create your own look.

1.  MFL By Masson Script Range 

A.  Track head in black or white. Also available in    

B.   Short cylinder shade in black or white. Also available in   

C. Tall cylinder shade in black or white. Also available in    

D.   Tapered shade in black or white. Also available in   

E.  Decorative handle in black or white. Also available in      

F. Drop track head in black or white 

Track sold separately unless stated.

ultimate
VERSATILITY

Play with the layout of your tracks and 
the placement of your spotlights to 
design your own bespoke lighting system.

1.  Jackson track spotlight in bronze        

2.   Mars round adjustable track spotlight in black  

3.   Reno track spotlight in brass      

4.   York LED dimmable round track spotlight in white      

5.   Huston LED dimmable, adjustable spotlight in black      

6.   Lucci Connect Vegas LED colour-switching, RGB and dimmable track spotlight in black    

Track sold separately unless stated.

A, B, E A, C, E A, B, E A, C A, B A, D, E D, F D, F
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1, 2. Mermaid LED 12V 304 grade stainless steel bollard in black

3.  Sentinel 12V spike spotlight in black    

4. Kirra wall bracket in black with frosted glass shade  

5. A.   Alert IP44 recessed security sensor in white 

 B.   Alert IP44 security sensor in white     

 C.   Lucci Power IP66 IR security sensor in white

6. Bayside Fort LED adjustable spotlight in white with sensor    

7. Shepherd 2 light solar floodlight in black with sensor   

8. Southampton small wall bracket in white with sensor    

9. Secure LED 2 light colour-switching, adjustable floodlight in black with sensor 

10. Lucci Connect LED adjustable floodlight in black with in-built camera and sensor 

11. Tugrah LED floodlight in black with sensor 

Globes sold separately unless stated.
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Exterior lights create a 
welcoming ambience
on dark winter evenings 
while built-in or standalone
sensors provide an  
important layer of security.

live SECURE
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Made By Mayfair Luella 16 light pendant in black with Spanish alabaster shades. Globes included. Also available in   

*30% off your second, mix and match from our entire range discount is off RRP and applies to the lowest priced item purchased. Excludes globes, 
IXL, Panasonic, GE Imagine, Google and Amazon products. ^20% off all globes discount is off RRP, excludes GE Imagine starter kits. Sale ends 
29.05.22. #10% off globes discount is off RRP. Offer is exclusive to Beacon VIP members and available for in-store globe purchases only. Not available 
in conjunction with any other offer. †Pick-up within 3 hours is based on store stock availability. If you need the product urgently, please contact your 
nearest store before choosing this option. ~Order must be placed before noon on weekdays for delivery on the same day. Subject to stock availability. 
Available in Melbourne, Brisbane, Sydney, Perth and Adelaide. Excludes regional areas including ACT, Gold Coast, Hobart, Darwin and Cairns. All 
items have been included in good faith on the basis that they will be available at the time of sale. Some stock may not be on display at all stores. Colours 
shown may vary slightly from actual product. We reserve the right to correct errors. Unless otherwise stated, prices do not include remotes, globes, 
installation or accessories. All light fittings and fans should be installed by a licensed electrician unless they are DIY fittings. All prices include GST.

Created by Australian designers, 
the Made By Mayfair collection 

celebrates the enduring 
beauty of unique materials, 

meticulous craftsmanship and 
refined aesthetics.

Exclusively available at 
Beacon Lighting.

NEW

3-hr contact-free 
Click and Collect†

Metro Same 
Day Delivery~

10% off globes 
for VIP members#


